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___ The r~cen! sh~t-term position of the stoc!: market r:.emains uncha!lged. We have, in the past. 

--perioaically -attempted .... t9 r1}easure" the-positIon or-the ""CUr-rent stOckriiarketagmnsfpast market' cycles ----------
in order to maintmn 3 proper long-term perspective. ThIS type of examination, we feel, continues to 
be a useful exercise. 

The chart below shows the recent cycle wIth the maJor component swings in the S & P 500 from 
August, 1982 to date. Using a 10% filter, the high and low points are drawn to a unIform horizontal 
scale. The other data on the chart attempts to compare the present cycle to the eIght most recently 
completed cycle perlods WhICh we have identified from June, 1946 through August. 1982 and are lIsted 
below. The horIzontal lines drawn through the upper part of the chart show the length. in tradmg 
days. in each of these previous eight cycles. 
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In February, 1984, this letter suggested with hindsight, after an advance of 68.57% in the S &I P 
500 from August 12, 1982 to October 10, 1983, that a new bull-market cycle did, in fact. begin. More 
importantly, however. because of the short length of time from August, 1982 to February, 198ij" cycle 
analysts were able to correctly describe the subsequent decline of 14.38% in the S &; P 500 which carrIed 
into July as an intermediate-term correction in an ongoing bull market. None of the above past cycle 
declines from cycle peak to cycle low has been as small as 14.38%. 

Again, in October, 1984. we updated the position of the current cycle which was then two years 
old. At that time it became necessary for the market to accommodate the cycle theorist by posting a new 
high. Four months passed but. of course, the market, as we know,dld just that, rISIng to a high on 
February 13, 1985 to 183.55. an overall increase from the August, 1982 low- of 79.02%. The bull-market 
requirements of the cycle have now been fulfilled, both in length of time and magnitude. The number 
of trading days of the current cycle is now 674 days old which represents 64% of the average length of 
the eight previous cycles (1053 days) and the average advance for the eIght cycles is approximately 80%. 

This brings us to the present. Cycles are measured from low point to low pomt and the key 
question facing us now IS whether or not the high of February 13, 1985 constitutes the peak for the 
current cycle. Two possible scenarios exist at this stage as this current cycle matures. First. a cor
rection to a cycle low may, in fact. have already started from the February 13 high, or second. the 
market could still easily rally to a new high and then correct itself from that level. In both cases. from 
a cycle point-of-view, it must be pointed out a correction of some magnitude will be necessary to com
plete the current cycle --- the average correction for the past eIght cycles from cycle peak to cycle low 
has averaged 27.17%--- and time is running out. 
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